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Introduction 
Curriculum is an embodiment of content where content comprises knowledge (cognitive 

domain), skills (psychomotor domain) and attitudes, feelings, interests and values (affective domain) to 
be transmitted/inculcated to learners in or out of a school environment. Dike (op. cito, p. 16) defines 
a relevant curriculum as one which: 

endows its learners with appropriate knowledge, skills and attitudes which 
will enable them to harness resources (natural and human) in order to 
improve the quality of life and the environment. By harnessing natural 
resources we mean being trained to identify the potentials of existing raw 
materials as a basis for economic and aesthetic growth and empowerment 
through the application of appropriate technology. Specifically, it means 
being able to realize that even the soil we stand on can be put to other uses 
apart from being a strong base for agriculture. 

Kaufman (1978) provides another perspective to the definition of relevant curriculum. 
According to him, a relevant curriculum should be based on "the basic human survival in the external 
world" achievable "when one's consumption rate is equal to or less than one's production rate now and 
in the future". We must point out that; Kaufman's "curriculum of survival" does not mean that, Nigeria 
should not pursue higher ideals. II does not mean that, education should concentrate on satisfying only 
the basic physiologic needs. A curriculum of survival should on the other hand be used as a 
stepping-stone for higher endeavours. With the above clarifications in mind, we will say that, a relevant 
curriculum (education) is one that empowers its clients with appropriate technology to harness 
resources to not only survive out there in the external world but to also improve the quality of life and the 
environment. Two questions follow this definition: 
1. How can we achieve relevance in a curriculum? 
2. Are there pedagogical issues necessary to actualize curriculum relevance? 

How to Ensure Curriculum Relevance 
One of the ways to achieve relevant curriculum is by conducting needs analysis. Before we 

grapple with what analysis is, it is pertinent to point out that, need is what energizes individuals to 
action. It is the gap between our expectations (ideals/standards) and our status quo. Synonyms of need are 
want, problem, etc. No discussion of need will be complete without mentioning Maslow (1954) and his 
needs hierarchy. We have argued elsewhere (Dike, 1999), that, just as individuals have needs so do 
organizations including human societies. Needs analysis can therefore, be defined as the development 
and use of appropriate instruments to identify and prioritize organizational needs.  

The central place of needs analysis in curriculum development/improvement has historical 
antecedents. That history dates back to the cold war era in which the then Soviet block and USA and her 
NATO allies has a cat and mouse relationship. In this midst of this tension, the Soviet Union launched 
Sputnik in 1957. Sputnik came as a shock to America more so when she had no immediate answer to the 
challenge of Sputnik. US Congress blamed her schools for being unable to respond immediately to the 
challenge of Sputnik meaning that, her schools were unable to train men and women capable of 
responding to the challenge of Sputnik. Recall what happened in 2005 when India tested her nuclear was 
head. Pakistan her archrival, gave United Nations Security Council one mouth to sanction India. And 
when India was not sanctioned, Pakistan responded immediately with her own test. I liken this scenario 
to two children from different homes who went to play in the field and all of a sudden a fight ensued 
between them. One of the children slapped the other. Instead of fighting back, the other went home. 
crying. 

In response to the challenge of Sputnik, the US Congress passed the Elementary and Secondary 
Education ACT (ESEA, 1965) and voted a lot of dollars to refurbish her curricula especially in 
the hard sciences - mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology and engineering. A Pre-requisite 
for approving a research grant was that such a curriculum improvement development effort must be 
predicated on sound needs analysis. 

Ruth Witkin Belle (1972), in the State of California Ministry of Education documented over 
twelve needs analysis models employed by the academia and professional educators in elementary 



and secondary schools and the industry to re focus curricula. 
This conference sets out to achieve what the US Congress achieved through ESEA (1965), in 

response to a national challenge/need/problem. Unfortunately, whereas US Congress voted a lot of 
money and set up a monitoring mechanism to monitor effective implementation, NAFAK has 
gathered us today to refocus our curricula but without government backing. This should not deter us. 
How then can we conduct needs analysis'? 

Types of Needs Analysis 
Two types of needs analysis are possible namely: 

1. Macro Needs Analysis; and 
2. Micro Needs Analysis. 

Macro Needs Analysis 
This involves the development and use of appropriate instruments to identify and prioritize 

the needs of a society (village, LGA, state, nation). Prioritizing societal/national needs is necessary to 
ensure effective utilization of scarce national resources. Following this prioritization, concrete 
objectives of a need/problem are presented. These represent the ideals/standards. This can also be 
equivalent to determining national aspirations/vision. 

In order to harness national needs, it is advisable to use three partners as suggested by Kaufman 
(1975), namely: 

1) Teachers or subject matter experts; 
2) Learners; and 
3) Members of a community. 

The use of these three partners is to avoid building an elitist or "arm chair" curriculum. This is 
the same as irrelevant curriculum. How can we determine these societal needs? We can interview or 
observe participants and the environment or use a questionnaire for the literature subjects. Macro 
needs analysis can therefore, be likened to what "Vision 2010 Committee" was supposed to do for 
Nigeria - to identify her needs/problems and perhaps to prioritize them. We are in an election year in 
Nigeria. What one expert all the political parties to show us are Nigeria's numerous problems and 
how they will be tackled. Unfortunately, it is a campaign of lies and personalities instead of issues and 
how to embrace them. 

Let us reiterate that having determined these national needs/problems, specific objectives are 
generated for remedial programmes. These specific (measurable) objectives represent the ideals, 
which can be used to gauge accountability. We can see from the above the intimate interplay between 
a well-conducted macro needs analysis and effective educational planning, implementation and 
evaluation assuming we adopt the systems approach all along. 

Micro Needs Analysis 
This again involves the development and use of appropriate instruments to determine societal 

agencies that can be used to satisfy the identified societal needs and the state of readiness of such 
agencies. If no agency exists, then a new one can be created using the ideals from macro needs 
analysis. For instance, it is possible to set up a "Federal/State Agency for Needs Analysis" or a 
Federal/State Agency for the Implementation of Educational Innovations and Change". 

Using the ideals for a need/problem generated through macro needs analysis, each agency is 
scrutinized to determine its status quo or state of readiness. In evaluation parlance, this is the same as 
determining the "observed". Any gap between the national ideals and an agency's status quo is the 
need to be remedied. Graphically, the relationship between macro and micro needs analysis can be 
represented thus: 



 
Application of Macro Needs Analysis to Science/Technology/Engineering Education 

The theme for this conference is "Refocusing Education for Relevance and National 
Development". It presents 18 sub themes that span through all fields of human endeavour. How then 
can we apply the tenets of needs analysis to refocus/refurbish/improve curricula in these diverse 
fields? How does a curriculum that is based on needs analysis differ from our current curricula in 
Nigeria? How does a curriculum that is derived from needs analysis ensure survival and improved 
quality of life and the environment? To answer these questions, let us see how we can refocus science 
and technology/engineering education in Nigeria. Our aim should be to produce men and women 
capable of surviving out there in the world of works. Our choice of science, technology and 
engineering is not to underrate the other disciplines. How then can we conduct Macro Needs Analysis in 
Science and Engineering Curricula? How can we use the outcome to develop a relevant 
curriculum? 

Let us start by posing a simple question to our three partners: "List the problem areas in 
Nigeria that needs the expertise of science and technology to solve?" This question can be rephrased to 
ask; "What societal problems can we solve through the application of science and technology?" 
Alternatively, one can simply ask: "What do you expect from our scientists and engineers in the next 20 
years?1' Let us suppose that, the Federal Ministry of Science and Technology in conjunction with NBRDC, 
NUC, NBTE, COREN, etc., distribute this question/questionnaire to: 

1. 10-30% of science and engineering lecturers and COREN members; 
2. 10-30% of science and engineering students; and 
3. 10-30% of other members of the society. 

Let us suppose that, our analysis highlights the following aspirations / expectations / needs / 
problems: 

 
Needs/Problems % Nationwide 

I)   Regular power supply 99 
2)   Portable drinking water 95 
3)   Self sufficiency in arms production 60 



4)   Made in Nigeria car 80 
5)   Good road network devoid of potholes 96 
6)   Efficient water transport system 90 
7)    Medical equipment 98 
8)   Efficient rail and air transport system 65 
9)   Nuclear technology 88 

These needs are then prioritized. Let us suppose that, our prioritization shows that, regular 
power supply is our most pressing need. We need to go a step further by using experts to get more 
detailed information about alternative options for regular power supply - gas turbine, nuclear reactor, 
solar, wind, hydro, etc. 

Application of Micro Needs Analysis for Power Generation in Nigeria 
This is the stage at which we determine the agencies needed to actualize our dream. Some of 

these agencies are: 
1, Center for Energy Study and Development (CESD). 
2. Departments   of   Physics,   Chemistry,   Biology,    Electrical,    Mechanical   

Engineering, 
Computer, etc., in Polytechnics and Universities. 

Pertinent questions that should confront these agencies are: 
1) What contribution can each agency make to actualize this dream? 
2) What should be the ideals for each agency? 

It is worthy of note that determining the ideals means determining the ideal content, 
infrastructure, methods and personnel. Having determined the ideals, we next determine the status quo 
of each agency that is, its state of readiness. The identified gap should serve as a basis for curriculum 
improvement. 

The Role of the Private Sector 
What should be the role of the private sector in this pursuit of relevance? Private sector should be 

lured to fund research (basic and applied) and development through the establishment of state of the 
laboratories in tertiary institutions as is the case in many developed economics. Thus, instead of being 
a major importer of generators, this interplay can lead to local fabrication of homemade generators, 
solar panels. This will go a long way to provide high-level manpower in this area of demand (need) 
and lead to competition and copious job creation. 

Going back to our earlier question; how does this qualify as a curriculum of survival? How is it 
different from what we have now? It qualifies as a curriculum of survival because; it is tailored to 
identify needs of the society. It is again different from our current science curriculum, because it is 
occupation oriented. One studies with a view to applying the knowledge, skills and attitudes to 
generate occupations that are geared to solving problems in the society. This is a big contrast to the 
bookish curriculum that is prevalent in spite of our 6-3-3-4 systems. 

Refocusing Teaching Methodology 

Refocusing the curriculum of teaching subjects through needs analysis will be incomplete without 
refurbishing teaching methods and materials. It is unfortunate that after 47 years of independence 
and with well over eight Faculties and Colleges of Education, the predominant teaching method is still 
"talk-chalk" or lecture method interspersed with questions, demonstrations, field trips, etc. Our teaching 
method is devoid of innovative teaching approaches. Part of the problem is that, our educational 
practices have essentially been under the influence of behaviourism or what Jonassen (1991) calls 
"objectivism". Behaviourism (objectivism) believes that, there is an objective reality out there. 
Learning takes place by breaking this objective reality (complex task) into sub units, sequencing 
the subunits, presenting opportunity for active participation, providing complete knowledge of 
result and reinforcement. These are exactly the techniques we teach our trainee teachers during 
microteaching. Our lesson notes and actual classroom performance reflect these techniques. 

The problem with behaviourism is that, it stiffens creativity. It has been accused of being 
mechanistic since it does not lay as much emphasis on what transpires inside our brains. It believes that, 
learning occurs by manipulating factors in an environment. Behaviourism has a tendency to make us 



perpetual consumers of knowledge and not creators/generators. It makes us dependent on theories and 
models. It is the opinion of the author that as long as we remain tied to the apron strings of 
behaviourism, we will forever remain on the receiving end of the ladder in the world of 
competition. This is to say that, we will continue to have our natural resources explored and processed for 
us with the finished products dumped on us without the power to negotiate. We need a change in 
instructional strategy and this can only come if we integrate the cognitive approach to instructional 
design. 

The cognitive believe that, the human brain is not a blank slate to be filled through Skinner's 
(!954), stimulus-response-feedback paradigm. The human brain on the other hand is a bundle of 
neatly packaged experiences. Effective learning occurs when we present what Ausubcl (1977), calls 
"ideational scaffolding" or templates/keys to unlock the correct experiences. 

Recently, a sub school of cognitive psychology known as social constructivism has put 
forward a counter argument to behaviourism. Let by the Russian psychologist. Lev Vygosky, the 
social constructivists purpose that '-'reality cannot be discovered. It does not exist prior to its social 
invention". This means that, man can only discover reality by harping on his previous experiences and 
applying these with variables in the society to come up with novel solutions to problems. This is the 
prevailing theory of learning in the world today that is supplanting behaviourism. The tenets of social 
constructivism seem to buttress God's injunction to man in the book of Genesis in which man was 
ordered to take control and be as creative as His creator. Unfortunately, it seems our race is yet to 
awaken to this call. 

If we are convinced about the lapses in behaviourism, how then can we refocus teacher 
education practices? We should adopt an electric approach that integrates both schools of thought. 
Unfortunately, our efforts in this direction are hampered by a more serious problem highlighted by 
John Dewey, in his 1899 keynote address to the American Psychology Association (APA). Dewey 
lamented that; educators took delight in describing learning theories without prescribing how to apply 
them. Dewey, proposed what he called "a linking science" capable of abstracting principles from 
learning and other theories and applying them to improve instruction. This view was supported by 
Ralph Tyler (1971), who advocated for a body of knowledge, which will play the role of 
"middleman" during instruction. Instructional design is this "linking science" "-a body of knowledge that 
prescribes instructional actions to optimize desired instructional outcomes such as achievement and 
effect (Reiglulh, 1980). 

The emergence of instructional design- has given birth to many innovative teaching 
approaches that are under the aegis of behaviourism. A few of these are: 

1) Teaching machines developed by Sidney Pressey in 1924 - ah invention that was 
dubbed  an   idea  whose  time had not arrived  due to  no  theory to explain  
its workability. 

2) Programmed learning (Linear and Branched). 
3) Postlethwiat's Audio Tutorial System of Instruction. 
4) Mastery learning by Carroll (19). 
5}   Personalized system of instruction. 
6) Problem-based learning. 
7) Competency-based learning. 
8) Learning packages. 
9) Computer-assisted instruction. 
10) Computer managed instruction. 

 

Many cognitive-based innovative teaching approaches have also emerged. A few of these are 
contextual learning, collaborative learning, advance organizer, problem based learning, 
meta-cognition, conversational learning, self-directed learning, etc. 

Summary 
This paper presents strategies for developing/improving relevant education in Nigeria. It takes 

the curriculum is the heart of any educational system. It is for this reason that it presented a working 
definition of relevant curriculum. The paper is of the view that a relevant curriculum has to predicated on 
sound needs analysis. It provides a definition of needs analysis and traces its historical antecedents. The 
Macro-Micro Needs Analysis model is presented and applied to refocus engineering curriculum. 

The paper argues (hat, revamping a curriculum through needs analysis is half the story. 
Effective refocusing must embrace changes in teaching methodology. It advances reasons why there is 
a dearth innovative teaching approaches in Nigeria because we are tied to the apron strings of 



behaviourism but most importantly because we are yet to abide by the exhortations of John Dewey in his 
1899 keynote address to the American Psychological Association (APA). The paper concludes by 
presenting some innovative teaching approaches that owe their origin to objectivism and 
constructivism. 
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